The LibraryReads Hall of Fame designation honors authors who have had multiple titles appear on the monthly list since 2013. As of the October 2018 list, when an author’s third title places on a monthly list via library staff votes, the author moves into our Hall of Fame.

**The Engagement Party**
Darby Kane
(William Morrow)

NovelList read-alike:
The Twelve Days of Murder
by Andreina Cordani

**The Frozen River**
Ariel Lawhon
(Doubleday)

NovelList read-alike:
Wolf Winter by Cecilia Ekback

**The Gentleman’s Gambit**
Evie Dunmore
(Berkley)

NovelList read-alike:
The Queer Principles of Kit Webb
by Cat Sebastian

**Technically Yours**
Denise Williams
(Berkley)

NovelList read-alike:
Take a Hint, Dani Brown
by Talia Hibbert

Find out more at www.LibraryReads.org/HOF